**Wrangler work areas 2013-2014**

**Beverages** - Wranglers work to provide beverages and ice to sell through concessions and vendors. The beverage crew is fondly called the "Brew Crew" and will work two shifts typically one AM and one PM.

**Demo Derby** – Wranglers assist with Demo Derby by providing support for arena cleanup, parking demo vehicles, and maintaining order in the pits.

**Grounds** – Wranglers work in grounds by providing behind the scenes support for the event. They work with other areas in setting up planters, barricades, and structures. They also work with the rodeo Wranglers in providing support for the bull fence during rodeos, setting up livestock pens, and general management of grounds for smooth operation of the event.

**Guest Ranch** – (Corporate sales at the Bunkhouse; Sky Boxes; Exhibition Building) Wranglers work in various areas when they work in the Guest Ranch. They will be greeters, and provide wait staff and bartending services in the Skyboxes.

**Hospitality** - Wranglers work at the Cuff Catcher in the livestock barn and the VIP Patio to provide the Gold Spur sponsors and donors a welcoming atmosphere to enhance their Stampede experience by providing meals, drinks, wait staff and bartending services. Additional responsibilities include greeting, cleaning tables, trash cleanup, and other duties as needed.

**Information Station** – Provide event information to visitors to the Greeley Stampede.

**Night Shows** – Wranglers work as a team to setup and tear down the stage for acts, provide hospitality needs for performers and crew, and additional support services for entertainment.

**Parades** - Wranglers will work the parade route for the 4th of July Parade including barricade watch, parade organization and many other tasks. Under this area, the Long Horn Parade is also supported by Wranglers manning the parade in the park route.

**Park Attractions** – Wranglers work with the Committee person in charge of bringing acts to the Free Stage as well as other areas of the park (i.e. mutton busting, jousting, etc.)
Rodeos – The Greeley Stampede is a PRCA sanctioned event. Wranglers work all functions including loading stock, arena out gates, assisting stock contractor and/or specialty acts, and preparing grounds for the rodeo. The Kids Rodeo is also staffed by Wranglers who are manning gates, running times, organizing participants, and providing over all support for the kids participating. Wranglers working rodeos should be comfortable around livestock and have a general knowledge of rodeo.

Security/Ticket Takers & Ushers – Wranglers working in security are the eyes and ears of the local law enforcement groups who also staff at the event. They patrol the grounds maintaining safe and secure areas for the event. Wranglers working as Ticket Takers and Ushers are staffed primarily in the arena stands and grounds to be sure ticketed patrons are able to enjoy the acts and rodeos presented at the Stampede.

Stampede Riders – The Riders represent the Greeley Stampede all year at parades, rodeos, and other functions. They perform at every Stampede rodeo as well as assist in ushering at the concerts during the event. Membership for the Riders is based on Wrangler general membership as well as membership specific to the Riders through tryouts and selection.

Vendors – Wranglers will assist with trouble shooting and doing whatever it takes to keep the vendors’ operations running smoothly.

Wrangler Concession Stand - The Concession stand is the major fund raising tool of the Wranglers. The funds raised go toward our Scholarship fund, charitable donations, and our food and refreshments throughout the year.

Wrangler Hideout – aka, the Wrangler trailer. This is where Wranglers come for meals, a place to rest, and general hospitality. Wranglers help with preparing meals, maintaining the trailer, and whatever help the ‘trailer boss’ might need during the event.